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and, by operating on non-consecutive duads,

5 terms of the form -2{bc.de.eaA—BO—D}*.

The sum of all the sums of terms due to the twenty-two distributions
is the constant function of distances for the five given letters.

In the case of six letters the distributions into cycles will be of four
kinds, corresponding to the partitions 6; 4, 2 ; 3, 3 ; 2, 2, 2.

The first kind will contain two types of the 3rd family and one of
the 2nd family; the second kind will contain one type of each of the
three families, and the third and fourth kinds single types of the
2nd and 1st families respectively, thus giving eight distinct types of
terms in all, as should be the case according to the rule.
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VI. . A second form of EPv.

Besides the forms of developments of the different powers of the

operator q (q—1) .,. (q —p + 1 ) D*

= \ Cm sin O—n sin B) — + (n sin A—I sin 0) —
C dx dy

d~)p

+ (Zsra2?—wtsin.4)— \ ,
clz )

used in the former part of this paper (Proceedings, Vol. ix., pp. 226—
242), in treating the.intersection of a transversal lx+my+nz with
the curve (of order q) v = 0, founded on that of q (q — 1) IPv, there

* It will be observed that the distribution (aebde) will give a term

— 2 {eb. de. ea A—G B—J)},

in which the literal part eb.de. ea is equal to the literal part fo .de .ea in the term
above expressed. This is how it comes to pass that the terms of the 3rd family
may be grouped in pairs, as stated in the prior mode of arranging the result accord-
ing to families instead of according to cycles.
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exists a second system; viz., if A = a? sin A+y sin "B+s sin 0,

—q (g—1) (Pasin.BsinC+m'y sin0sin.4+tt*ssin.4sin.B) v.

To prove this, q (q—

dxdy

where t, m\ ri stand for m sin (7 — n sin B, n sin -4 — I sin (7,
Z sin B—T» sin ^4, so that

m'x = »as sin .4—to sin C = nas sin A+nzB\n Q+my sin 0 = n

Similarly n'aj = — mA + i'«, »'y = ZA+w'«, w'« =—ZA+n'y.

Making these substitutions,

q (q-

+A f w*(fy-m'aO 3 ^ - +my (w'aj-r*) ^ - + h (m'z-n'y) -A" 1
C dxdy J X 'dacto dyefe)dxdy

Now

—aj (Pa> sin B sin O+m*y sin C sin ,4+»"« sin A sin 2?),

with similar values for mPzx, n'*xy; and, as has been shown,

m'z—n'y = — ZA, n'aj—Vz = — mA, I'y—m'x = — nA;

so that, finally,

dzdx dx dy

- l ) A J

— q(q—l)(Px Bin Bain 0+m'y sin 0 sin A+n'a sin .4 sin B) v,

or if, for shortness,

dx * dy
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and a, /3, y stand for sin A, sin B, sin 0,

xyz D9t> =—A 1 (Vxf+m*yg+n*zh)

+ A { (wayy+»a*j3) v' + . . . } - (P«/3y+trfyya + »'«ajS) v... (31).

A precisely analogous demonstration proves that, v, to being two
functions of orders q, q' respectively,

dw dv\ . 3 (dv dw.dw dv\

\dx dy dx dyl )

+A £ (m8y Bin 0+«8s sin J5) (ffW ^ + 2 ^ ^

+ (w9a sin A+Vx sin 0) (gt> f^+2^ j)

—2qq' (Pa sin J? sin O+m9y sin 0 sin .4+»*« sin A sin JB) «w.
In particular,

ay sin

- 2 8 (Pa? sin5 sin 0+...)

or (D) l

...)«' (32).
As in some cases the developments previously given are more readily
applicable, or give results in simpler forms, so in other cases these
latter developments have the advantage; and they have the further
interest of being the analogues of the only form of development which
exists for the corresponding method in space of three dimensions.

VII.
The Quartic Node-Tangentials Line.

As another example of the application of the method to a question
hitherto, t believe, nnattempted, I proceed to investigate the equation
of the connector of the points in whioh the tangents at a node again
meet a plane quartic curve. The only case in which this equation
can be formed by ordinary methods is when the equation to the pair
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of tangents in question breaks up into factors, viz., -when the node is,
say, »=0, y=0, z=A/sin 0, and the line 8=0 is one of the tangents.
The equation is then of the form

a V+6 V+6/sV+6h 'xy +12* Vyz + 12j'y*zx

and the connector referred to is found, without difficulty, to be

J) = 0.

To proceed to the general case :
If « is a quartic having a double point (xyz), the tangents at this

point will be fo'+my'+na', subject to (8), Vol. ix., p. 228.

or +(+

where \ = mna>... 4.3a = -=-. ...;

viz., these tangents are two in number, as is well known, and meet
the curve again in two points, the connector of which it is proposed
to determine. Let (jxy'z') be either of these points, then (6),

x'&u = x&u - 4 (my - n/3) D8**,

since for either tangent at the double point D*w vanishes, as well as
u and Du.

The term (my—n/3) D*tt may be advantageously calculated as
J)x X D. D'tt by the formula (11); thus (q=l, g'=2),

-2xyz (my -n/3) D»« = A«X ^ or iAXD ^
ax dz

—as'yV (my-n/1) P'tt

A1

A1
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• cPu cPua... A being-J-J -—— each divided by 12, and a, ... e. beingcLx dx dy

-jp -£ each divided by 2, A standing for aa>+/3y + y«, a = s i n i , , . .

Adding this development multiplied by 4 to that of x%y%z%l?u
multiplied by x, viz. (p. 230),

-4asA8 {\a (X^+ziftj + ycj) + /i/3 (Xa,+...) + vy (Xa,+...

+ 4ajA8 ( W o + ^ j + v V c + 2 p v P y f + 2v\yag+2X/x

since Xa+/x6 + vc vanishes for either of the tangents at the double
point, and all the terms which follow in D'u vanish as the conditions
of (xyz) being a double point, there results

= A*(XW

+ 8A8X (Xoa

This being multiplied by abc, and substituting for \ \ ft2b, v\
— (Xfib + vXe), —(Xfia+fivc), -~(v\a+pvb) respectively, in virtue of
the fundamental relation, the right side of the equation above
will contain only (iv, vX, X/i; so that, writing A8& for aftcas'i/VI^w, it
becomes

0 = Jb'+a {46c (6ya+c/3a-2//3y) as+A8 (-6V-c86'+26c/')

+ 6 {4ca (c^+ay8 -2gfyo) » + A8 (-c2a-a?c +2cag) x
+8Aca (gfy—ca) +4A8c (coj—

+o {4a& (oj3 +6a8-2Aa/3) » + A» (-a86'-6
+ 8Aab(Z(/3-&o)+4A86(6al-a&1)} X/* ...(33).

Similarly, interchanging letters and suffixes,

0 = ky+a {46c (6y8+c/38-2//3y) y+A8 (-6V-c86'+26c/') y

+8A6c (/y-c/3) + 4A8c (c6s-6c,)} /i^

+ 6 {4ca (co'+ay1—2^yo) y+A8 (-cV-aV+2ca^') y} v\

+6 {4a6 (a/38+6o8-2Aa/3) V+** (-a86'-6V+2a6V) y
+8Ao6(Aa-aj3)+4A8a (06,-60,)} X/i ...(34),
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0 = kz'+a {4Jc (6y2+c/3a-2//3y) s+A2 ( - 6 V - c a 5 ' + 2 / ) z

+8A&c (//8 - &y) + 4A2& (&c,- c68) } /iv

+ 6 {4ca (caJ+aya—2gfya) « + A9 (—cV—aV+2/) a

+8Aca (ga—ay)+4A2a (ac8—ca8)} KX

Eliminating h, /iv, ^X, X/i from these three equations with

the result may be written, (caj standing for cax--aci...,

0 a?' y

hex* 4La>+A92/a>

caj/2 4iMz + A2Jf'as + 8Alfx + 4A2c (cax)

(6c8)

4Mz+A2if 2+8 AMs+4A2a (ac8)

= 0,

wherein the coefficient of »' is, after division by 4A,

+4A

+cay2{[2I,+Ac(c&,)] (42^+Aa27'2)-

- [2tf9 + Aa (a&,) (4La

- 4 A (227,+Aa (o6,)] [2L.+A6 (ic8)]}

(6c8)]

- 4 A [2L4+Ac (c68)] [2M8+Aa (act)]},

where i = c6 V+&c*/32 - 26c//3y, If = acW+ca2ys- 2cagfy a,

27= 6aa/32+o&2a»-2a6/ia/3,

L'= - c'62-6'c2+2/6c, AT = - o'c2-c a8+2co/,
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l% = 6c (/y-c/3), Lt = 6c (//3-6y),

Mt = ca (gy—ca), Mt = ca (ga—ay),

' Nt = ab (h(l-ba), Nt = ab (ha-a/3).

As the first object is to reduce the equation to an invariant form,
it -will be convenient to arrange the coefficient of »' by powers of A ;
viz., it is

8 {6c(MtNy+NtMz)x*+ca

+a6 [6 (&cs) My-c (cba) Mz—a (act) Ly] z2

+2A9{bo (MiN'y+NiM'z) x*+ca {L^'z-L^N'y-N^L'z) y%

+ a6 (LiM'y-LiM'z-MtL'y) z* + ±abc [M3 (a6s) +JV,(ac8)] x*

- 4 c a [6^a(6c8)+aL$(abi)] 2/a-4a6 [cMs (c68)+aL2 (ac,)"] z2}

+A»{ o6c [N'(aCi)y+M'(abjzy+calcN'icbJz-bNXbcJy - aLXabJzJy*

+ab [bM' (6c,) y-cM' (c6,) z-aL' (ac8) y\ aJ

-4aJ6c[(a6J)(ca8) ajl+(6c8)(a68) 2/8+(6c9)(ca8)

The first line is readily reduced to the form

' - 8 a W { A8a/+2AI (gh-af) }.

The terms multiplied by 4A which involve second differential
coefficients only, viz., 4 (6df8^,a5*—...), are as easily reduced to

so that the total of this part of the coefficient of x is

8aW/A8 .........

The other terms multiplied by 4A are equal to

o6«A {6 (cOiXcy*—oo'+6/3y-6a/3)+c (a6J)(aa1-6/3s+cyo-c/3y)

and these, so multiplied, added to the similar terms among those
multiplied by 2A1, give an aggregate

4a6cA« {c (flfa~/y)(a6l) + 6 (A»-/«)(dc,) + 6ay (6c,,) f c
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Considering now the other terms multiplied by 2A', their sum is
readily found to be, when so multiplied,

2A8a6c (ayzL'+hzxM'+gxyN') (iii.).

The other terms containing If, M', N' are not divisible by abo until
their values are substituted, when they are found to be equal to

06c ax { [61 (cat) y—c* (at,) a] x + (gz - hy) [6(6c,) y+c (6c,) s] }

&V {(/*—A»)(<»i) + a (J>ea) y—c (fl*») «}

...(iv.).+a*bcc'z*{(fy-gx)(bai)+b(abt)y—a(bcl)z}
(cas) z—c (a6,) y\

+2a%bcg» [b (6c8) yz + c [(be,) s' + faft,) x*]}

The four parts (i.)—(iv.) of the coefficient of x' are now seen to be
divisible by A8a6c; after which, and substitution of their values for
If, If, N' in (iii.), the equation of the node-tangential line comes out
in the invariant form,

8a'6c/

+4>a{b(fz—hx)(cat) +c(gx—j

—x* (ca8)(a6,)—y1 (a6,)(6c8)—z8 (6c,)(co8)}

+a'x { —• 2aaj ( b%gy+<?hz)

+[&' (ca») y - c J (°&»)«] #+ (g z - ty) kH> (*c»)+ z c

+ ab'y { — 2y(ciz + a'x) +y(fz— hx)(caj+y*a (bcj)—j

...(36),

c (6c,) z*+c (a6,) »'}

+ 2ah'y{2abgx — 6 (co,) as*—6 (6c8) y
a - c (6c,) yz}

+ = 0 .
an equation of the fifth degree in the coefficients of w, of the tenth
in xyz.

In using this general form to obtain a particular result, e.g., when
the double point is x = 0, y = 0, the highest powers of x, y must be
successively made to vanish until the result is reduced to one in which
the residue can be cleared of x, y by division. Thus, to .obtain the
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particular case investigated prior to entering on the general question,
it is composed of the terms of the general form in which a'y'z* is a
common divisor. Thus the first term in the coefficient of x, viz.,
8a'6jfc/|, comes from xyahrfbv and so on.

If the point (xyz) should be a cusp, the two tangents coincide in a
single one, the equation to which may be written

or hx'+by'+fst^Q,

or gx'+fy'+cz=O,
indifferently. Using the first form in the equation (33) above, viz.,
substituting a, h, g for I, m, n, and similarly substituting h, b, f for
lt m, n in (34); g, /, o for I, m, n in (35), and recollecting that
pv = Imn. lyzt v\ = bnn. mzx, X/t = bnn. nxy; also that at a cusp
gh = af, hf = bg, fg = ch, it is easily found that the coordinates of
the point (x'y'z), in which the cuspidal tangent again meets the
quartic u, .are determined by

x'-.y'lz' = a {Wbcf—
+2abe (af'yz+hg'zx+gh'xy) }

gzx+fkfxy)}

: z {4abc3h—a6c(/a8aj+gf6jy+Ac,«)+c7i(6

+ 2abo (gf'yz +fg'zx+ch'xy) }.

Of course the equation (36) becomes in this case the tangent at the
tangential point of the cusp.
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1. The object of the following paper is to obtain some more general
results akin to and including the well-known simple and elegant
theorems due to Professor Sylvester and others, which connect the
common root of two quantics with the differential coefficients of
their resultant, the repeated root of a single quantic with those of the
discriminant whose vanishing expresses its existence, &c. The
method adopted is that of Salmon's Higher Algebra, § 92.

Let us = a, \pi («)+a»</'i (») + . . . +amuVm (a?),

and v, = 6lXl 0/)+&iX« (y) + - + &»X» (y).


